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There was just enough nip in the balmy, late-spring air to give an edge to 
the beautifully varied and polished set Freedom Jazz Movement laid down 
at a Roman-style amphitheater at SIAS University in Henan Province 
tonight.

The exceptional musicians who comprise the Los Angeles-based quartet 
under the direction of Marcus Miller rose to the occasion when the 
audience, primarily Chinese undergraduates, ran far afield from the 
standard American jazz convention. Spontaneity and action in the 
audience seemed to jolt their playing to a higher plane. The 40-minute set 
provided a seamless journey into high-impact, high-quality jazz expression.

Pianist Mahesh Balasooriya, still in his twenties, and playing as though 
forging a musical identity with every outing, shaped solos with 
sophistication beyond his years. He burst from the gate first, ripping into 
his keyboard, and dropping in surprising syncopations that augured talent 
as a percussive player. But just as outstanding was his dreamy, but 
insistent, way of layering on shimmering harmonic sound, as his searching 
right hand trilled gloriously. Golden playing.

The pianist gave consummate support to his colleagues. Ardom Belton, 
plucking, on bass, contributed rigorous underpinning with a nice swinging 
looseness, a horse hair’s distance from funky. Huddling over his fiddle 
during solos, he used his bow to elicit pleasing tartness for the mix.

Kamasi Washington, a large man with a wild head of hair, organized his 
playing in stolid muscular bleets, but in the “Beautiful Serena” (third) 
section of Miller’s composition, he lifted the lid and ran with his horn like in 
a marathon, to the crowd’s rapturous applause.

As a composer, Miller, kept things straight ahead  — he built his final 
section on a repeating four-beat motif with the accent on count two. In his 
virtuosic playing, he elicited every possibility, even intricacy, a drum set 
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can deliver. It’s a percussionist’s fantasy to open up into the big Chinese 
sky, and Miller did let her rip. But mostly he stayed in close check with his 
band, reigning from his drum set with cool command.

The program opened with three chorale groups who did their level best 
despite the nonstop chatter in the house. But crazy things happened 
during the jazz set. When Miller first exploded into drumming, the sound 
pushed the crowd into the first of many spontaneous, marvelously timed, 
rounds of applause — not jazz’s standard post-solo clapping. Instead, a 
great roar would arise like at a soccer match. Then there was a run on the 
c.d. sales table — during the show. No interruption could make an artist 
happier. The quartet responded in kind, tearing into their material and 
delivering a full-throttled demonstration of American jazz.


